Abstract-Mutation testing of object-oriented programs differs from that of standard (traditional) mutation operators in accordance to the number of generated mutants and ability of tests to kill mutants. Therefore, outcomes of cost reduction analysis cannot be directly transferred from a standard mutation to an object-oriented one. Mutant sampling is one of reduction methods of the number of generated and tested mutants. We proposed different mutant sampling criteria based on equivalence partitioning in respect to object-oriented program features. The criteria were experimentally evaluated for object-oriented and standard mutation operators applied in C# programs. We compared results using a quality metric, which combines mutation score accuracy with mutation cost factors. In result, class random sampling and operator random sampling are recommended for OO and standard mutation testing, accordingly. With a reasonable decline of result accuracy, the mutant sampling technique is easily applicable in comparison to other cost reduction techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
AULT detection ability of a test suite can be measured with assistance of mutation analysis [1] . After seeding a fault into a program, its mutated variant -a mutant is run against tests. If any test detects a changed behavior of the mutant, it is called to be killed by the test suite. Capability of a test suite to reveal faults introduced through mutations is expressed by a mutation score (MS). It is calculated as a ratio between the number of killed mutants and the number of all non-equivalent mutants. A mutant is said to be equivalent with the original program if its behavior is identical and none test case can kill it.
F
Faults injected automatically into a program are specified with so-called mutation operators. Standard (traditional) operators introduce simple changes in typical expressions of general purpose languages. According to experiments with thousands of mutants on several C# programs [2] , standard mutation operators are not sufficient in dealing with flows in object-oriented program structures. Such flows can be served by OO and other specialized mutation operators.
The major drawback of the mutation method is its high cost because of executing many mutants against many tests. There are many approaches trying to lower the mutation cost that are based on decreasing a number of considered mutants [1] , [3] , such as mutant sampling, selective mutation, higher order mutation, mutant clustering, etc. However, due to different characteristic of object-oriented mutation, their benefits could be not necessarily as promising as for standard mutation operators. For example, mutation score accuracy for mutation operator selection was worse about few to 10% for OO operators in comparison to standard ones [4] .
Therefore, we undertake research on cost reduction techniques with OO operators applied to C# programs, including mutant sampling. In mutant sampling, test runs are performed on a random subset of mutants [5] . The subset includes R% of all mutants, where R is a parameter of the method (sampling degree). In the opposite to other mutant selection approaches [6] , none of mutation operators is discarded. Apart from this simple sampling method, we proposed and experimentally investigated five other sampling criteria based on an equivalence partitioning according to OO program structure. The sampling results were evaluated using a quality metric [4] that approximates a tradeoff between the mutation score accuracy and the mutation cost in terms of mutant number and test number. A unified investigation process was used, which helps to compare results of different programs and different cost reduction methods, as mutant selection [4] and mutation clustering [7] . The main contributions of the paper are: -proposal and evaluation of different sampling criteria, -comparison of sampling in regard to OO and standard mutation operators, -quality analysis of mutant sampling results based on the quality matric that concerns an impact of a number of mutants and a number of tests, -preformation of comprehensive experiments on mutant sampling with C# programs. This paper is organized as follows: the next Section describes mutant sampling methodology. Section III presents details about an experimental set-up and results of the experiments carried out. The final sections present related work and conclusions.
II. MUTANT SAMPLING
In this section, we present methodology on which experiments were based: different criteria of mutant sampling, a flow of the investigation process, and how results are evaluated with a quality metric.
A. Mutant Sampling Criteria
Mutant sampling was proposed by Acree [8] and Budd [9] . In a simple mutant sampling approach, a subset of mutants is randomly chosen from a defined set of mutants [5] . It will be referred as the first sampling criterion.
While taking into account a structure of an objectoriented program, different sampling criteria can also be proposed. The idea behind these sampling criteria is to divide a set of all mutants into disjoint partitions, i.e. equivalence classes. Then, random selection refers not to the whole mutant set, as in the fully random sampling, but some mutants are selected from each partition. In this way, each partition is represented in a reduced set of mutants. The criteria differ in the way such partitions are constituted. This general idea is analogous to the equivalence partitioning-based testing [10] , in which selection of tests from different partitions assures a test coverage for all partitions. In this paper, the following sampling criteria have been investigated (R denotes a sampling degree): 1. fully random -R% of mutants is randomly chosen from the set of all mutants, 2. class random -random selection of mutants is equally distributed for all classes, i.e. for each class R% of its mutants is chosen, 3. file random -random selection of mutants is equally distributed for all files of the source code, for each file R% of its mutants is chosen, 4. method random -random selection of mutants is equally distributed for all methods of the source code, for each method R% of its mutants is chosen, 5. mutation operator random -random selection of mutants is equally distributed for all mutation operators, i.e. for each operator R% of mutants generated by this operator are randomly chosen, 6. namespace random -random selection of mutants is equally distributed for all namespaces of the source code, for each namespace R% of its mutants is chosen. It should be stressed that the fifth criterion, mutation operator random, is not equivalent to the selective mutation [6] . In the mutant sampling according to this criterion, we use subsets of mutants generated by each considered mutation operator; whereas in the selective mutation all mutants generated by specified operators are used and mutants of remaining operators are discarded.
B. Investigation Process
The experiment under concern investigates influence of the sampling criteria and their parameter, i.e. an amount of percentage of chosen mutants, on mutation results.
A prerequisite of the investigation process is generation of all first order mutants for a given program using a considered set of mutation operators. This set of all mutants will be denoted as M All . Afterwards, all mutants are run against all tests from a given pool (T All ). Mutation results are referred as positions in a mutant execution matrix, where a pair <mutant m, test t> evaluates to an outcome whether the mutant m was killed by the test t or not.
After having tested all mutants with all tests, we can determine a reference mutation score (a ratio of killed mutants to nonequivalent). This measure called here original mutation score MS orig = MS (M All , T All ) is calculated using the mutant execution matrix. The value of MS orig is treated as the most accurate MS of the process but obtained in the most costly way -using many mutants and tests.
C. Minimal Test Sets
A research question is whether mutant sets reduced by sampling are efficient in assessing the quality of all tests. Therefore, using a concept of minimal test sets we refer results of reduced sets to those of all possible mutants. Minimal test sets have the same ability of killing mutants and its notion can be explained in the following way.
Let assume that M X is a subset of all considered mutants In general, many different minimal test sets for M X can exist giving the same mutation score. All minimal test sets can be effectively generated using the prime implicant of a monotonous Booolean function [11] .
D. Process Steps
After a mutant execution matrix has been evaluated, results for different sampling criteria and different sampling degree R are calculated. The following steps are executed for a given pair of parameters (criterion, R): C1) Based on a given sampling criterion and a selected sampling degree R, a subset of all mutants is determined: C4) An average mutation score is determined taking into account mutation results of all components of L calculated in the previous step. We also compute an average number of tests over all minimal test sets included in L.
D) The steps C1)-C4) are repeated many times with the same sampling parameters in order to get different random statistics. Using average values obtained in consecutive steps C4), the final average mutation score MS avg and the average test number NT avg are calculated over the number of sampling repetition runs.
Finally, the whole process is recalculated for other values of sampling parameter R and other sampling criteria.
All average values mentioned in the process description are calculated as an arithmetic average.
It should be noted that the process described in this section requires generating and running all mutants against all tests from a given test suite. However, the process is for research purposes. In a practical mutant sampling, only a subset of mutants is run against tests. Furthermore, not all mutants have to be generated. It is possible to generate a randomly selected subset of mutants according to a given sampling criterion. Moreover, this facility can be easily incorporated into existing mutation tools.
E. Metric-Based Quality Evaluation
Comparison of different approaches to cost reduction of mutation testing should take into account a tradeoff between benefits and possible shortcoming of a method. Benefits can relate to a lower number of mutants that have to be generated and run in tests. Another advantage could be a reduced number of tests used in test runs of mutants. However, application of cost reduction methods can cause decline of mutation score adequacy in comparison to the one obtained using all mutants and more tests. Therefore, we proposed a quality metric [4] that can be adjusted for balancing these factors in study on cost reduction.
The metric depends on three components (Eq. 1). Each component is a normalized variable multiplied by a weight coefficient. The whole metric is a normalized sum of the components. Assuming a given sampling criterion, values of variables and the whole metric are normalized over their data set calculated for all values of a sampling parameter R.
The weight coefficients W MS, W T , W M determine an impact of particular variables into the quality measure. The sum of coefficients must be equal to 1. A normalization function is denoted by I(). Three variables approximate the following measures:
─ S MS -a loss of mutation score adequacy in an experiment, ─ Z T -a cost decrease due to a reduced number of tests required for killing mutants in an experiment, ─ Z M -a cost decrease due to a reduced number of mutants considered in an experiment.
The variables in mutant sampling experiments were calculated according to the following formulae (Eq. 2).
Where symbols MS avg , MS orig , NT avg , T All , M C1 and M All have the same meaning as in the process description.
While examining quality results with respect to different sampling criteria and different sampling degree R, we are looking for a "good randomization mode". The idea behind this notion is selection of promising sampling criteria and values of R towards generalization of results. For a given sampling criterion, we can analyze the quality metric as a function of a parameter R and observe maxima of the function. A good randomization mode should meet two following requirements:
Unambiguous maximum -we would like to avoid two situations: first -when increase in the number of randomly selected mutants (increase in R) gives the quality measure of the same high value (close to 1), and second -when there are several local maxima. The first situation would imply that taking more mutants we do not benefit in the mutation testing process. The second case corresponds to an ambiguous situation, where a quality measure does not monotonously depend on a sampling degree.
Repeatability -the maximum should be independent of a program. It means that quality metric EQ calculated for a given sampling criterion should reach its maximum within the similar range of parameter R for each project.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we describe the experimental set-up and discuss outcomes of our mutant sampling experiments. The programs were companioned with unit tests. The tests were partially originated from the source projects and partially developed in order to improve code coverage. The basic complexity measures of the programs, the number of code lines and the number of classes and interfaces, as well as obtained coverage results are summarized in Table I .
A. Experimental Set-up
The experiments were conducted using the CREAM tool (CREAtor of Mutants) devoted to mutation testing of C# programs [12] , [13] . Apart from the support of the typical mutation testing process, the third version of the tool facilities experiments on cost reduction methods [4] . The tool is extended with a wizard that assists in performing experiments on mutation operator selection, mutant sampling and mutation clustering. Having created all mutants and performed all test runs, the mutation results are evaluated according to a given investigation process. Then the quality metrics are calculated and analyzed.
The experiments have been performed and their results evaluated under to the following assumptions:
─ Mutation operators -in experiments first-order mutants were created with use of all object-oriented (18) and all standard (8) mutation operators implemented in CREAM v.3, including all standard mutation operators proposed to be selective [6] .
─ Covered mutants -only mutants covered by tests were taken into account in evaluation of the mutation score. CREAM has an option to generate only covered mutants if required. We checked that none of uncovered mutant of these programs was killed by any tests from T All . ─ Independent analysis for mutation operator categoriesevaluation of experiment results was performed independently for object-oriented and standard mutation operators. In the OO analysis, the set M All corresponds to all mutants of a given program generated with all OO operators. In the latter case, all standard mutation operators are considered. ─ Sampling criteria -experiment results were evaluated independently for six sampling criteria (Sec. II.A). ─ Sampling parameter -for every sampling criterion, parameter R was equal to 5%, 10%, 15%, …, 100% in consecutive experiments. ─ Normalization -metric variables S MS , Z T , Z M , and the whole quality metric were normalized over the data set calculated for each sampling parameter value, i.e. 5%, 10%, 15%, …100%.
During a preliminary step, all mutants were generated and run with all tests. The basic outcome of the mutation testing of the subjects is given in Table II. Mutants that were not killed might be equivalent, i.e. not to be killable by any tests, although CREAM tries to prevent from generating equivalent mutants. After manual examination some mutants were determined being equivalent. The last column shows the original mutation score MS orig (i.e. covered mutants not recognized as equivalent divided by killed mutants). Those values were used as a reference in evaluation of mutant sampling.
A. Evaluation of Mutant Sampling Results
Evaluation of results stored in the mutant execution matrix was performed according to the investigation process presented in Sec. II.B. Experiment results are given in three tables (Table III, Table IV, Table V) for each considered project, accordingly. They present average mutation scores obtained for different sampling criteria and different values of the parameter. A mutation score was computed as Analyzing the mutation results in dependence of the random sampling degree R, we can observe that even a small decline in number of mutants (R=95%) resulted in the lowering of the mutation score. However, when numbers of selected mutants are considerably high, deviation of the mutation score from the original value is quite small.
We calculated quality metric EQ, which took into account not only the mutation score but also two remaining quality factors (number of mutants and number of tests). In general, values of the quality metric are small for the low number of selected mutants (low R) because the mutation score is inaccurate. On the other hand, the quality is also not maximal (lower than 0.99) for the highest R, as in this case the number of mutants is the biggest. The tradeoff between the quality factors is represented by the maxima of the quality results.
Quality metric flow in dependence of increase in the sampling parameter R is presented in the Appendix. The results of object-oriented mutation operators are shown in Fig.1-Fig. 6 , and of standard operators in Fig. 7 -Fig. 12 . For each kind of mutation operators, six diagrams are shown, which correspond to different sampling criteria. Three lines in any diagram represent different subject programs. In respect to the sampling parameter, the diagrams cover subsets of results, i.e. parameter R varies from 20% to 75% for OO operators, and from 15% to 60% in case of standard operators. The selected scopes of the parameter give a chance to observe maxima of the quality metric and consequently interpret the results.
Based on the idea of "a good randomization mode" introduced in Sec. II.C, we specify its requirements in a quantitative way:
Unambiguous maximum -we discard situations when EQ is of the same high value (>0.9975) for the increase in R or there are several local maxima for EQ above 0.99.
Repeatability -Maximum of quality metric EQ (equal 1) calculated for a given sampling criterion should be similar for each project, i.e. the appropriate value of parameter R should be the same or differ only ±5% of mutants.
Taking into account the above requirements, we analyzed the results independently for the object-oriented and standard mutation operators.
For OO operators, selection of mutants in a fully random way (1) or according to namespace (6) does not meet both requirements. The first requirement is also not fulfilled for the file random (2) and mutation operator random (5) criteria. Only the remaining two criteria, class random and method random (3, 4) , meet both requirements of the "good" mode. Comparing these two criteria we have found that the class random criterion gave better results. For all projects, its quality value was maximal for the same lower sampling degree R=40%. In case of method random the maximal EQ were calculated for higher number of mutants: R=50-55% for different projects. It appears that using mutant sampling as a cost reduction method of OO mutation testing, we should select 40% of mutants that could be generated for each class.
Examining the results for standard mutation (Fig. 7 -Fig.  12 ) we can observe that sampling criteria of fully random and namespace random do not meet both "good sampling" requirements, similarly as for OO operators. In addition, both criteria are also not fulfilled by the method random criterion. In case of class random the first requirement is not met.
Two criteria, namely file random and mutation operator random, gave results consistent with the requirements. However, the maximum of the quality metric was in the range of 35-40% selected mutants for the file random criterion, whereas about 30-35% for the mutation operator random. The second case required less mutants, therefore, the most beneficial results for standard operators could be obtained while sampling mutants according to mutation operator criterion with the sampling degree R=30-35%.
Reduced number of mutants and tests indicates at the lower complexity of mutation testing. In order to compare effective benefits we measured real times of mutant generation and test execution. In Table VI , we compare times of all mutants and times of sampling with parameter R=35% and class random criterion for OO mutation or R=30% and operator random in case of standard mutation operators, accordingly. Significant reduction in these times can be observed.
With respect to the average results for all investigated programs, it appears that sampling about 40% of mutants for each class for OO operators took 32% of time to generate the mutants. Mutation score was declined in 15% in reference to all mutants and all tests (85% of MS orig ). It is possible to use only about 10% of tests to obtain this mutation score.
Mutant sampling gives better results for standard mutation operators than for OO. While sampling of 30% of mutants for each operator, the mutation score was equal to 93% of the original one. Mutant generation time declined in 70%. It would be possible to use only 15% of tests to obtain this result.
B. Threats to validity
The experiments were conducted on widely used, complex open-source programs, with 3-5 thousands of mutants per each. However, the conclusion validity can be limited by the small number of subjects. Moreover, only programs in C# were mutated. No detailed results are given for other OO languages, as Java or C++, although we could expect similar trends due to analogy in mutation operators.
The original tests associated with programs had insufficient code coverage; therefore, additional tests were developed. The code coverage did not reach 100% even with all tests. In experiments, only mutants covered by tests were taken into account. The calculation of MS can also be influenced by equivalent mutants, although the most of them was identified before the result evaluation.
The presented results depend on the coefficients W MS, W T , W M of the quality metric. Therefore, the experiment outcomes were recalculated for another set of weight coefficients. According to a new set (0.8, 0.1, 0.1), mutation score is a more dominant factor in the metric in comparison to the case discussed above. We obtained results that have corresponded to this interpretation. The quality measures were the best for the same sampling criteria as chosen above but for the higher sampling degree. The percent of sampled mutants was equal to 90-100% for OO operators and 60-70% for standard ones. For these coefficients benefits of lower number of mutants or tests are very small, especially for object-oriented operators. Another factor that influenced the construct validity was the sampling parameter (R). The experiments covered the whole scope of the parameter value (from 5% to 100%) with a small difference (per 5%). All calculations were also repeated ten times for different random sampling.
IV. RELATED WORK
There are different methods to reduce a cost of mutation testing. Many of them focus on reduction of mutant number, including mutant sampling [1] [3] .
Experimental evaluation on mutant sampling with 22 standard mutation operators in Mothra resulted in mutation score drop in 16% assuming 10% of mutants were fully randomly sampled [5] . Our results were different, as in the quality metric we took into account not only a drop in the mutation score but also efficiency factors. However, if we compare MS only, the results for standard operators applied for C# programs are for the first random criterion very similar, i.e. R=10% gives 15% decline of a mutation score. With the same sampling degree but for OO operators MS decrease is substantially bigger -about 37%.
Other experiments have compared mutant sampling approaches to selective mutation of standard operators applied in C programs. Empirical results reported by [14] point at the preference of selective mutation over the fully random one. The opposite is claimed in [15] , in which two sampling modes were considered: fully random -called here one-round random, and two-round random (first a mutation operator is selected than a mutant within this operator). The results showed that random sampling methods can be as effective as those based on operator selection, but are more stable and predictable. The results of this comparison cannot be simply applied to OO operators. It is known that standard operators can generate much more mutants and many of them can be surplus, but there are less tests killing such mutants or the tests are not adequate to kill OO mutants [4] , [16] .
An approach that would be an alternative to selective mutation and mutant sampling was also discussed in [17] , but it was only illustrated by simulation results. Moreover, assumptions behind the idea were more suitable to standard mutation operators than object-oriented.
Mutant sampling method was also beneficially applied in VHDL description [18] . The sampling criterion was similar to the mutation operator sampling, but the percentage of selected mutants was independently established for each operator.
Sun [19] explored mutant reduction based on a program structure and different strategies of path analysis. Experiments on C programs showed that the best strategies were more effective than the random selection technique preserving a sufficiently high mutation score. However, some other strategies did not outperform random approach.
All discussed above results were devoted to standard mutation operators.
Before the experiments with CREAM were conducted, to the best of our knowledge, no results of OO sampling were performed, and no cost reduction on mutation of C# programs was investigated. Experiments following the similar process were developed for selective mutation and mutant clustering of C# programs [4] , [7] . Experiments on mutant sampling on 8 Java classes were conducted by Bluemke [22] . Fully random sampling with the sampling degree ranged from 60% to 10% were examined. Randomly sampling 60% or 50% of mutants in Java programs gave significant reduction in the cost of testing with acceptable mutation score and code coverage decline. This result has been averaged on all kinds of mutation operators. No quality measures were considered.
Java program were also a target of experiments reported by Ma [23] . The weak mutation technique, in which intermediate program results are taken into account, was combined with mutant clustering, in with a mutant is selected among a group of mutants of similar behavior. Only selected mutants were completely executed to obtain the strong mutation results. The number of mutants was significantly reduced. However, the experiments were limited to simple programs and only several standard mutation operators. Hence, no data about object oriented mutation were given.
Object oriented mutation operators for C++ has been recently investigated in experiments reported by DelgadoPerez [24] . They considered also random selection of operators, but not mutant sampling.
Our study differs also from those of other authors in application of the quality metric that takes into account not only a drop in mutation score but also efficiency measuresnumbers of mutants and numbers of tests. The metric applied in experiments was proposed in [4] , and used also in other experiments reported in [7] .
Other metrics to mutation testing quality were discussed by Ester-Botaro in [25] . Some of them were an extension of a effectiveness metric previously proposed by one of the authors. They discuss quality of mutant and operators in order to omit those of a low quality. However, these metrics do not evaluate a cost of a mutation testing process.
Another approach has been recently investigated in [26] , where mutation adequacy score was estimated taking into account several object-oriented metrics, which capture the structural complexity of a program.
V. CONCLUSION
The empirical study presented in this paper confirms the tendency that OO mutation operators undergo different characteristics than standard operators and therefore may require slightly different methods of cost reduction.
Moreover, the benefits of the methods previously studied for standard operators are lower in case of OO ones, probably due to a lower number of generated and unnecessary mutants.
Using the sampling approach, we can achieve some lowering the number of mutants and tests but also obtaining a relative decrease in mutation score accuracy. For the selected tradeoff, the mutation score was about 93% of that obtained with all mutants and all tests using standard operators, and about 85% for object oriented ones.
Comparison of mutant sampling of C# programs with other "do fewer" methods, such as selective mutation [4] and mutant clustering [7] , does not support one definite leading method. The number of mutants and tests was lower for mutant sampling than for selective mutation and similar to those of clustering. On the other hand, the mutation accuracy was lower than in those methods. However, all differences are about few percent and could also be treated as a measurements' deviation. Moreover, sampling methods are superior because of their stability and simple implementation. Mutant clustering is computationally expensive, whereas selective mutation, especially in respect to object-oriented operators, is not so decisive and can depend on a program [4] , [16] .
The lessons learned is that instead of fully random sampling we would recommend to use different sampling criteria: class random for object-oriented operators and mutation operator random for standard ones. Both criteria can be easily implemented and both were the best for different tunings of the impact factors in the quality metric.
The percentage of selected mutants depends on the preferred tradeoff between mutation score decline and the efficiency measures (number of mutants and number of tests). For the ratio 6:2:2 of these three components the suggested sampling degree is about 40% for object oriented operators and 30-35% for standard ones.
It should be noted, that in practice, the number of mutants could be not the most important cost factor. Overall time of mutation testing is also strongly influenced by the number of tests to be performed. Therefore, comparing a process quality we should take into account different factors, as in the quality metric applied in the paper.
Concerning C# programs, improvement in mutation testing efficiency is provided by code mutation at level of the Common Intermediate Language of .NET. Another tool [27], which satisfies this requirement and is tidily coupled with the MS Visual Studio, gives promising results and can be further enriched with some cost reduction methods.
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